Abstract: Packet losses usually result in frame losses in low bit rate video streaming over error prone networks. The whole frame error concealment (EC) algorithm is then necessary for the decoder to improve the video quality. A refined bidirectional motion vector extrapolation was developed to improve the motion vector estimation precision by alleviating the effect of overlapped and hole regions with an adaptive overlapped block motion compensation to reduce block artifacts. A prescription-based framework was then developed to improve the error concealment at the encoder side. Simulations show that the EC algorithm at the decoder side outperforms the existing methods by 2-8 dB. Moreover, the prescription-based framework at the encoder side provides further peak signal to noise ratio improvement.
Introduction
Video communications over error-prone networks have recently received significant attention due to the rapid development of video applications such as video phones and video conferencing. The advantages of H.264/AVC make it the prevailing standard for video compression. However, its coded stream is vulnerable to transmission errors and the video packet loss during transmission usually introduces severe distortions into the reconstructed images. Error concealment (EC) has been developed as an efficient error resilient technique to enhance the video performance in such cases [1, 2] . For low bit-rate H.264/AVC video applications, each coded frame is fairly small and is usually encapsulated into one transmission packet, so a packet loss corresponds to an entire frame loss. Then, whole frame error concealment (WF-EC) is more difficult than traditional EC since there is no spatial neighbor information [3, 4] . One conventional WF-EC method called temporal replacement repeats the previous frame without considering the object motion. This works well when the object is stationary but causes motion jerkiness and blurring when motion occurs. Therefore, one key point in WF-EC is to accurately estimate the lost motion information [5] . Motion vector extrapolation (MVE) is such a method which first extrapolates motion vectors (MV) from neighbor frames, and then uses the MV of the extrapolation macro-block (MB) with the most overlapped pixels with the damaged block as the recovered MV [6] . If the recovered MVs are extrapolated from the previous frames, the method is called forward motion vector extrapolation. When extrapolated from the following frames, it is called back motion vector extrapolation.
MVE is based on the assumption that the motion is continuous in the video sequence, but this assumption is not always accurate. In MVE, some pixels in the lost frame may be covered by multiple extrapolated blocks, which is called the overlapping problem. However, other pixels may not be covered by any of the extrapolated blocks which is called the hole problem. Overlapped and hole regions significantly reduce the reconstruction quality. Furthermore, MVE also causes blurring and block artifacts. Artifacts arise when the lost frame contains multiple objects with different motions.
This paper describes a refined bidirectional motion vector extrapolation to improve the MV estimation precision by alleviating the effect of overlapped and hole regions and an adaptive overlapped block motion compensation (OBMC) [7] to reduce block artifacts. A prescription-based WF-EC framework at the encoder side is also presented to further improve the video quality.
Refined Motion Extrapolation and Adaptive OBMC for WF-EC
The general framework for integrating the WF-EC into the video decoding process is shown in Fig. 1 . The lost frames are recovered by utilizing the received motion information and the reconstructed frames with more advanced MVE and compensation techniques than in previous works.
Fig. 1 Decoding loop WF-EC framework
The current WF-EC predicts the MVs using information in the previous and following frames, with an MV selection process to improve the reliability of the bidirectional MVE based on a spatial constraint. Good recovered MVs are sent for reconstruction while bad MVs are sent to an MV refinement unit based on the overlapped block motion in selected areas. An OBMC using adaptive similarity and weighting coefficients is used to reconstruct the lost frame and eliminate blurring artifacts.
Bidirectional motion vector extrapolation
4×4 blocks are used for the block extrapolation based on the H.264 4×4 motion estimation standard. Examples of the bidirectional MVE including the forward and backward MVEs are shown in Fig. 2 .
When frame N is to be recovered, let The sum of the absolute difference (SAD) can be used to measure the similarity between the two blocks with the boundary match distortion (BMD) used to measure the connecting smoothness between the block boundaries [2] . Therefore, SAD and BMD are used as the MV selection criteria. MVE may fall into a local minimum and the MV refinement process must be introduced.
MV refinement
When blocks EB 
The MV refinement process not only produces a smaller difference between the two blocks but also improves the probability of finding a more desirable MV.
Adaptive OBMC
After all the MVs in the lost frame are determined, the traditional WF-EC is used to recover pixels through direct motion compensation. The pixel at ( , ) x y in frame N can be recovered by the pixels in frame X
where ( , )
X f x y ′ represents the pixel value after 1/4 interpolation at ( , ) x y in frame , X and d X x and d X y denote the x and the y components of the MV in frame . X However, the shortcoming of the traditional scheme is the occurrence of block artifacts, especially in H.264 which supports a variable block size from 4×4 to 16×16 pixels since the block artifacts become more serious with complex size divisions. Block artifacts often occur when the recovered MVs are not correct or are inconsistent with their neighbors. With OBMC, the block MV is applied to a larger set of pixels through a weighting window. Let 
i h x y are the fixed weighting coefficients.
Fig. 4 4×4 block and its surrounding MVs for the OBMC method
OBMC can effectively reduce blocking artifacts when motion is not significant. However, when neighboring blocks have different motions, OBMC will result in blurring or over-smoothing artifacts [8] . If one block is part of a fast moving object and its neighboring block belongs to a stationary object, then with the OBMC, the pixels in the two unrelated objects will be influenced by each other.
In the current adaptive OBMC, the weighting coefficients are determined not only by the relative distances between the pixels in the block, but also by an adaptive value, called a motion vector similarity degree. The motion vector similarity degree i θ is calculated from the SAD ratio as 
The weighting coefficients ( , )
i h x y are from the weighting matrices i H in Fig. 5 . In Eq. (7), i θ represents the similarity between the MV of the current block and its four neighboring blocks. In an extreme case, when i θ is 0, the neighboring block will not be used because it may be a real object boundary. When i θ is 1, the weighting coefficients are not changed. 
Adaptive Prescription-Based WF-EC at the Encoder Side
Prescription-based error concealment (PEC) collects valuable information for the block recovery on the encoder side, which is then compressed and transmitted through the same channel or a more reliable channel to the decoder side for better error-recovery. To better utilize the limited channel capacity, the PEC should adapt to the video content and should choose the most useful information as the prescription for the block recovery [9, 10] . The frame reconstruction without any residuals can still have acceptable visual quality, as long as the MVs are correctly decoded or estimated in the WF-EC. Therefore, the MV is used as the prescription information. The MVs can be compressed by a variable length coder to reduce the coded stream size, but there is actually no need to transmit all the MVs for every frame because the MVs of relatively stationary frames can be accurately recovered by the bidirectional MVE. The whole frame PEC (WF-PEC) evaluates the recovered quality for each frame on the encoder side, and then chooses the MVs from the relatively more difficult-torecover frames as the prescription information. The WF-PEC adapts to the video content to achieve more efficient compression of the prescription information.
The implementation of the WF-PEC on the encoder side shown in Fig. 6 determines which frames are encoded as the MV prescription information. Three new units are embedded in the traditional H.264 inter frame encoding loop. The WF-EC unit reconstructs frame 1 N − using the error concealment algorithm based on the current frame N and the previous frame 2 N − from the frame store unit. The recovery quality of frame 1 N − is evaluated in the quality assessment unit. Then, if the recovery quality for frame 1 N − is not acceptable, the real MV for 1 N − is extracted for the prescription information and sent for entropy coding. If the recovery quality is good enough, no prescription for frame 1 N − is extracted.
Fig. 6 Adaptive WF-PEC framework on the encoder side
Many quality assessment methods related to human perception characteristics have been developed in recent years [11] such as error sensitivity-based algorithms and structural similarity-based algorithms. The subjective evaluations are usually too sophisticated and time consuming for practical use; therefore, the traditional peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and mean squared error (MSE) are still widely used to evaluate video quality due to their convenience and simplicity. Therefore, the PSNR is used here in the quality assessment unit. An MV map is created for frame 1 N − in the prescription extraction unit when the frame's recovery quality is less than an adaptive statistical threshold. Temporal redundancy is removed by using MV differences between the current frame and the previous frame. Since the background usually has small differences while the foreground (usually in the central part of the frame) often has varying differences, the box-out scanning order shown in Fig. 7 was designed for the differences map to put the background MV differences to the end of the sequence. An end of map (EOM) code is used to indicate the end of the current MV differences map. The EOM is also used to synchronize the prescription information. 
Comparison of the WF-EC performance with other approaches
The performance of the refined motion extrapolation and adaptive OBMC for the WF-EC algorithm has been compared with temporal replacement (TR), forward MVE (FMVE), and backward MVE (BMVE) algorithms in H.264 codec. Results are presented for the mother and daughter (M & D, slow motion), foreman (middle motion), Stefan (high motion), and mobile (other camera motion) sequences. The frame rate was 30 fps with 100 frames to be coded. The IPPP sequence type was used. The quantization parameter for both the I and P frames was set to 28. All seven block sizes were used for the motion estimation.
The results for each method are shown in Fig. 8 when frames are lost for the mobile and Stefan sequences. The current algorithm gives better, more stable performance than the other methods. The average PSNRs for all four test sequences are listed in Table 1 . The ideal limit is the performance when all the MVs are correctly recovered. For Foreman, the current algorithm outperforms the temporal replacement by 5.84 dB and achieves about 2.4 dB improvement over the MVE algorithms. The effectiveness of the MV selection and refinement unit and the adaptive OBMC unit in the current algorithm are listed in Table 2 . The schemes 1 and 2 are the MVEs without and with MV selection and refinement, scheme 3 is the MVE with traditional OBMC, and scheme 4 is the MVE with the adaptive OBMC. Result shows that the MV selection and refinement provides a 2.86-dB improvement and that the adaptive OBMC provides a 1.46-dB improvement than the traditional OBMC for Stefan. The subjective performance of the 32nd frame of Foreman is shown in Fig. 9 for each algorithm. 
Performance of the prescription-based WF-EC
The average PSNR and the rate expansion of the coded bit streams with encoder side prescription information are compared in Table 3 with the same algorithm without prescription information. For Foreman, the algorithm gives a 1.1-dB improvement with about 15% bit rate expansion. 
Conclusions
This paper presents a refined bidirectional motion vector extrapolation algorithm for the H.264/AVC to improve MV recovery for lost frames and an encoder side prescription-based framework to improve video streaming over error-prone channels. Tests using the H.264 codec show that the method outperforms existing methods. Future research may include a method that applies the algorithm to slice loss and eliminates the redundancy of the bit streams for the prescription information.
